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ABSTRACT
After the corporate default of major corporations in the past years such as Enron Lehman Brothers etc the study has been a major area for research. The default of US based giants has act as a distress and alarming situation for emerging economies with different areas of research. As corporate defaults this paper focuses on examining the relationship of ownership structure with the performance of a firm through market performance ratios and firms volume of publically listed companies on Malaysian stock exchanges. Results suggested defaulted firms ownership concentration is unable to show significant relationship with the performance of these firms except for the major shareholder.
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Introduction
Relationship of ownership concentration and firms performance is one of important issues in literature and financial theories. There are studies suggesting that ownership concentration results in improvement in monitory costs thus ultimately improving performance (Shleifer, 1997). Yet there are counter studies with argument that large concentration of shares result in pursuit of personal motives thus deteriorating firms’ performance. Whether firms exhibiting signs of financial distress can be result of impacts of ownership concentration is a major area for research. Empirical researchs based upon relationship of ownership concentration and firms performance have shown mixed results. Some researchs (Demszt H. a., 1985) find no impact of ownership concentration on accounting profits while others (McCann, 1990) found positive effects of corporate ownership. Malaysia being one of leading Asian economies is of significant importance in Asia as well as European market therefor a significant market for the study of companies exhibiting signs of Corporate Distress.

Corporate Distress
A state of company’s corporate distress can have different explanations and requirements according to different regulatory authorities in the world. Most of the world’s Authorities have their own systematic processes to classify a company as in state of distress or default for example according to Malaysian stock Exchange rules and listing requirements company falling in the category of corporate distress in in a state of not having a core business or has failed to meet the minimum capital or equity and companies shareholders funds are less than 25% of their paid up capital (www.klse.com). New York Stock Exchange NYSE publishes a list of companies that are in distress and term them noncompliant with NYSE quantitative/ Qualitative listing Standards ( Collectively “BC”) or that they delayed in filling of their annual report required in accordance with section 13 or 15(d) of securities and exchange Act of 1943 (www.nyse.com).

The term Corporate distress is dependent upon the explanation from the Regulatory authorities of a particular country mostly its results from the non compliance of codes of conduct that are setup by these authorities. Malaysian stock exchange “Bursa Malaysia” classifies companies facing signs of financial distress as PN17 companies. PN 17 companies
PN 17 companies are the companies that are listed on Malaysian Stock Exchange and are classified under Practice note 17 generally these companies exhibit signs of financial distress. In accordance with the Malaysian Stock Exchange code of conduct companies falling under PN17 category have to submit their proposal to the Approving Authorities in order to maintain their status on Malaysian Stock Exchange. There are various reasoning in companies shift from normal to PN17 category which can be changes in management, Risk profile, Management team Experience, Foresight, Financial Appetite, Over gearing etc.

The companies falling under this category become sceptical for the investors thus effecting their decisions related with investment in such company.

Furthermore Malaysian Stock exchange also requires companies shareholders’ funds should be more than 25% of their total paid up capital if company fails to meet this requirement then it can be termed as a PN17 organization further adverse opinion of Auditors, wending up some of subsidiaries and associated companies , default in loans and interest and principal repayments, suspension of companies operations can result in triggering of financial distress ultimately classification of company as PN17.

There are some cases that investors do not notice these chances but are rare (Kok, 2010).

Each year Malaysian stock Exchange enquires and investigates any potential beaches regarding prescribed rules and regulation and noncompliance of Capital Markets and Services Act 2007 to classify status of the companies. These actions by Malaysian stock exchange results in early uncovering of weaknesses in market thus helping to protect the rights of the stakeholders and to avoid financial crisis (Michael, 2007).

According to the list given at the website of Malaysian stock exchange there are 26 PN 17 companies at the moment.
PN17 Companies
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AUTOAIR holdings BERHAD
1. BINA GOODYEAR BERHAD
2. BIOSIS GROUP BERHAD
3. ECM LIBRA FINANCIAL GROUP BERHAD
4. GLOBAL CARRIERS BERHAD
5. GW PLASTICS HOLDINGS BERHAD
6. HAISAN RESOURCES BERHAD
7. HB GLOBAL LIMITED
8. HEXAGON HOLDINGS BERHAD
9. HIGH-5 CONGLOMERATE BERHAD (formerly known as SILVER BIRD GROUP BERHAD)
10. HYTEX INTEGRATED BERHAD
11. INTEGRATED RUBBER CORPORATION BERHAD
12. IRM GROUP BERHAD
13. KEJURUTERAAN SAMUDRA TIMUR BHD
14. LFE CORPORATION BERHAD
15. LION CORPORATION BERHAD
16. MAA GROUP BERHAD (formerly known as MAA HOLDINGS BERHAD)
17. MALAYSIAN AE MODELS HOLDINGS BERHAD
18. MAXTRAL INDUSTRY BERHAD
19. OCTAGON CONSOLIDATED BERHAD
20. PAN MALAYSIAN INDUSTRIES BERHAD
21. PERWAJA HOLDINGS BERHAD
22. PETROL ONE RESOURCES BERHAD
23. SUMATEC RESOURCES BERHAD
24. TPC PLUS BERHAD
25. VTI VINTAGE BERHAD
These companies are classified as PN17 companies due to following main reasons

a) The shareholders equity of the listed issuer on a consolidated basis is 25% or less of the issued and paid-up capital of the listed issuer and such shareholders equity is less than RM40 million. Receivers or managers have been appointed over the asset of the listed issuers its subsidiaries or associated company which assets accounts for at least 50% of total assets employed of the listed issuer on consolidated basis.
b) A winding up of a listed issuers subsidiary or associated company which accounts for the least 50% of total assets employed by the listed issuers on a consolidated basis.
c) The auditors have expressed an adverse or disclaimer opinion in the listed issuers latest audited financial statements.
d) The auditors have expressed a modified opinion with emphasis on the listed issuers going concern in the listed issuers latest audited financial statements and the shareholders equity of the listed issuers on a consolidated basis is 50% or less of the issued and paid up capital of the listed issuer.
e) A defaulted in payment by a listed issuer its major subsidiary or major associated company.
f) The listed issuer has been suspended or ceased all of its business or its major business or its entire or major operations

According to their hypothesis increase of inner management results in increase of firms performance and ownership. Further researchers (Demsetz H. a., 1985) challenged this idea and suggested that ownership structure of the corporate is outcome of the decisions of the shareholders so there should be no systematic relationship between owner ship structure and variation in firms performance/Further strengthen the idea (Demsetz H. a., 1985) researchers provided evidence by measuring profit rate on a fraction of shares owned by five largest share holder interests they found no evidence between profit rate and the ownership concentration.

The literature showed mixed findings as other researchers (Shleifer, 1997) showed existence of relationship between owner ship concentration and firms performance they showed significant role played by large shareholders and how the prices of shares increased as these owners took more and more shares. Similar to these studies there have been further more work examining the concentration of ownerships impact on firms performance such as research (Hill C. a., 1988) showed significance positive effects of ownership structure on firms performance measured by probability through strategic structure. A research (Hill C., 1989) based upon data set of US firms taking productivity as a measure of performance confirmed existence of positive relationship among ownership concentration and performance while others (McConnell, 1990) showed no significant impact of ownership structure and performance .(Agrawal, 1990) Findings confirmed the existence of relationship among the highly concentrated shareholders and better management and further better performance of firms especially when ownership is concentrated in institutional investors rather than individual investors.

Further work (Leech, 1991) done on UK firms found negative and significant relationship between ownership concentration and firms value and profitability this research described ownership concentration through several measures and control types. Another study related to British Firms (Mudambi, 1998) confirms this negative relationship between ownership concentration and performance.

Conflating results gave rise to concerns such as non linear relationship among the variables. (Morck, 1989) reexamined the relationship by taking cross sectional data of 371 Fortune500 firms in 1980 the performance measures used by researchers were Tobin’s Q and the accounting profit rate as alternative measure of performance. Further (Holderness and Sheehan; 1988) analyzed 114 NYSE listed corporations in which majority shareholders own 50.1 percent of common stocks findings suggested that Tobin’s Q is higher when majority of shares are held by corporate and lower when the majority of shares are held by individuals.

Other researches (Wu, 2002) followed similar approach and studied the Tobins Q relation ship with managerial Ownership and board concentration.

Corporate governance mechanisms are different around the word and can results in different results on firm’s performance A research (Shleifer, 1997) defined at least three different kind of mechanism in the world economies. In USA and UK firms rely on the legal protection of investors. While in Europe and Japan legal protections are not relied on more significantly rather they relied more on investors and banks. While in other parts of the world it is majorly concentrated within families. Due to this type of significance differences around corporate governance structures researches around the world show different types of results.
In spite of all these efforts when it comes to some Asians countries such as Malaysia little research is done on the impact on ownership concentration of firms performance especially PN17 companies enlisted on Malaysian stock exchange.

Data and Estimation frame work

Data
The Malaysian stock exchange PN17 company list contains 26 companies out of which date related to 13 companies was selected for this study the selected data range was 11 years from the year 2003 to 2013 the reason for selection of 11 companies was unavailability of financial reports of other companies of this time series. These companies belong to different sectors such as manufacturing trading utilities real estate and transport.

The data set contains information about the corporation major areas of interest linked with this study are balance sheets, income statements, percentages of shareholding of major 5 shareholders this information was gathered from financial statements that are publically available on companies official websites. The distress classified firms are in accordance with PN17 laws of Malaysian stock exchange.

Variable selection

First of all to calculate the market performance of firms Tobins Q ratio was calculated that is ratio of value of assets to the replacement cost of firms assets. For measuring firms size log of assets of firm is taken and firms age is also considered as independent variable.

To determine ownership concentration the measure used the percentages of share held by the largest shareholder that is C1 , the percentage of two largest shareholders C2, percentage of first three Largest shareholders C3 and percentage of first five Largest shareholders C5. Also in order to represent ownership concentration HERFINDL index was used which is the sum of squared percentages of the shares controlled by each five top shareholders. Table I represents the basis statistics for these measures and variables.

When it comes to companies under distress the largest concentration of shareholding is about 24% of the total share and the first two largest shareholders add up to 34 % at the 5 largest shareholders up to 51% the data set also includes a with standard deviation of 12 % which is also reflected in maximum and minimum values. Table II shows different financial ratios and variable descriptions used under the study.

Empirical Equation

Accounting ratios and Tobin’s Q are used to measure firms performance the ratios include ROA, ROE, MBR, TD/TA, LTD/TA, NI/CAP , firms AGE, Firms SIZE. These variables are taken as Independent variables. While dependent variables include ownership concentration C1, C2, C3, C5 and Herfindx. So following Equation is developed

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log(\text{Assets}) + \beta_2 \text{AGE} + \beta_3 \text{Tobins Q} + e \]

WHERE Y is C1, C2, C3 , C5 and HERF. In order to measure the effect of owner ship concentration on firms under distress multivariate regression model was used calculated using STATA.

Results and Discussion

when it comes to the majority shareholders c1 the model shows f value of 8 which means the model is significant coefficient of determination is 0.14 which means 14 percent variation in dependent variable is explained by these independent variables p value shows that model is significant. According to regression results if Tobins Q changes by 1 unit then dependent variable changes by 0.74 units alternatively increase in 1 unit accumulation of shares of major shareholder of these firms results in increase of 0.74 market performance the variable having a t value greater then 2 shows significant results .firm size which is In of Assets shows a beta of 2.06 which means that if firm size increases 1 percent the dependent variable major shareholders shares increase by 2.06 units this result is obvious as increase with firms size accumulation of shares has major chances of increase as the major shareholder has the major stake in the firm.

Firms age shows an inverse relationship increase of firms age by 1 unit results in decrease of shares by 4 units .the possible explanation of this can be as the firms are in financial distress financial distress does not occur overnight the major stake holders usually have a long sight on firms performance these firms show detracting performance credentials due to which the major shareholders with passage of time start to lose interest in their shares thus with passage of increase in firms age the major shareholders have started to forgo their part of share all the t values of variables are significant. when it comes to larges two shareholders c2 the results start of change a bit with decrease in overall significance of the model from 8 to 4 which is almost half regarding the t values of the variable the relationship is still negative but becomes insignificant and the market performance that is Tobins Q s value drops from 74 to .64 yet the results are significant while firms age shows a slight increase its value being 2.4 if further largest 3 shareholders are taken the overall model becomes insignificant and firms all the values of coefficients of beta deteriorate moving further with c3
majority 3 shareholders, c5 and herf the trend continues and models become insignificant with only firms size the only variable significant in c3 and Tobins Q and Firms size in c5 and Herf are significant but overall models become insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Parms</th>
<th>RMER</th>
<th>“R-sq”</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.82026</td>
<td>0.1474</td>
<td>8.007181</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.2942</td>
<td>0.0832</td>
<td>4.205411</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.05077</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>2.771478</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.56899</td>
<td>0.0655</td>
<td>2.008746</td>
<td>0.0998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERF</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3936.591</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
<td>3.443535</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possible explanation for this trend is with increase in shareholder wealth distribution the powers also diffuse in the form of shareholder rights the governance mechanisms in such cases becomes difficult to predict especially in case of defaulted firms due to their volatile nature and continuously changing environment.

**Conclusion**

When it comes to Malaysian firms classified as PN17 organizations the ownership concentrations fail to provide any significant evidences of link of firm’s performance expect for the major shareholder of the organizations. However firms age and firms size do have provided significant results with owner concentration the individuals who own more share have their share in age and size of these firms also Tobins Q significance shows that ownership concentration does have impact on market performance.
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